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Abstract
The objective of this work is to numerically investigate how a
shape of an air Taylor bubble in a stagnant liquid changes
when the surface tension of the interface between gas and
liquid is varied. Five examined surface tensions are chosen
between 6 and 10 N/m so that all the flows around a Taylor
bubble are entirely laminar. The Taylor bubble shape is
adjusted until a proper shape is found by considering a
pressure distribution of the air inside the bubble. This is
obtained from a program code, developed from the implicit
pressure-correction method on the finite volume framework
with second order spatial accuracy. Simulation results finally
show that the Taylor bubble shape will be slenderer if the
surface tension is smaller because of the influence of the
surface tension on Froude number. Additionally, it is also
found that all the Taylor bubble shapes in this work are
slenderer than that created by Dumitrescu’s model.
Index Terms: Dumitrescu’s model, Laminar, Surface
Tension, Taylor bubble

INTRODUCTION & THEORY
The slug flow, shown in Figure 1 (a), is a type of gas-liquid
flows. Numerically, the behavior of the slug flow is often
studied by considering the flow as a unit, comprised of a
Taylor bubble, a liquid slug and a falling film. The flow in the
slug flow unit is considered with respect to the Taylor bubble
nose as shown in Figure 1 (b). In this figure, the velocity
magnitude of the liquid ( wl ) is equal to the rising velocity of

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of slug flows in stagnant
liquids (a) with respect to pipe wall (b) with respect to Taylor
bubble nose and (c) the computational domain and exploited
grid
Hayashi et al. [1] used the data obtained from a work of White
and Beardmore [2] to develop a formula to estimate the FrD
in Eq. (1) under intermediate Morton numbers and proposed
that

a Taylor bubble in a vertical pipe ( wb ) in Figure 1 (a) but its

direction is opposite to that of wb . When the liquid is
stagnant, the magnitude of
wb  wt  FrD gDp .
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The above equation reveals that the FrD will be a function of
only  if  g , l , l and D p are fixed. Since air-water slug
flows are often studied in many researches, the properties of
examined fluids are assumed to be  g =1.18 kg/m3
and l =1000 kg/m3 and l = 0.0010 Pa-s. The D p is set to be
0.05 m, which is approximately the average diameter of pipe,
in which air Taylor bubbles rising in stagnant water are found
in accordance with some former works ([3]-[10]).
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Mayor et al. [11] stated that the flow field around a Taylor
bubble would be entirely laminar when Re film is less than

to the work of Lertnuwat [16], shapes of the Taylor bubble
surface ( Rb ) are created with

250. Herein,
l w film film l wt Dp
.
(3)
Re film 

l
4l
If the turbulence influence need to be eliminated, the
minimum  will be greater than 5.20 N/m in accordance
with Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). Hence, 5 values of  are selected as
listed in Table 1 in order to investigate the influence of  on
the shape of the Taylor bubble when the flow in the falling
film is laminar.
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specified.
After each case of the flow simulation is complete, a pressure
distribution of liquid along the Taylor bubble surface will be
known. Next, the liquid pressure at each grid vertex along the
outside surface of the Taylor bubble will be used to calculate a
gas pressure inside the Taylor bubble as follows

M

 l   g  g l4



,

(4)

(6)
z  znose  z .
in which  is a small constant (assigned to be 10-38) and
added in order to avoid a singular point at z  0 . In
accordance with Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), shapes of the Taylor
bubble can be adjusted with the values of 1 and  2 if D p is

Table 1: Values of parameters for 5 investigating conditions
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The symbol ( Rbs ) is a radius of curvature, which is defined as
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Since, ideally, the distribution of the gas pressure inside a
Taylor bubble must be uniform, the values of 1 and  2
must be varied to adjust the Taylor bubble shape until the
uniform distribution of the gas pressure inside a Taylor bubble
is achieved. For the sake of simplicity, the root-mean-square
derivation ( RMSD ) of residuals between the gas pressure at
  z 2  2
Rbs1   1    
  r  

METHODOLOGY & COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
The employed program code is given in [12]. The
computational method, used in the program code, is the
implicit pressure-correction method on the finite volume
framework with second order spatial accuracy. Figure 1 (b)
shows dash lines, confining a computational domain. The
domain occupies just on the right side of the pipe because
simulated flows are assumed to be symmetric along the pipe
centerline. According to some literature reviews ([5], [6], [13]
and [14]), the average value of the slug length ( Ls ) equals
15 D p and the Taylor bubble length ( Lb ) equals 5 D p as

2

each grid vertex along the Taylor bubble surface ( pg ,i
the gas pressure at the Taylor bubble nose ( pg ,nose

shown in Figure 1 (c). There are 16 gridlines on the r-axis.
Whereas the gridlines on the z-axis are divided in 2 parts, i.e.
86 gridlines are drawn from the centerline of the pipe and 75
gridlines are drawn from the Taylor bubble surface. This is the
same grid system, used in [15]. In this work, a velocity inlet
boundary condition is posed on the top of the domain with a
fixed velocity ( wl ) shown in Table 1, depending on the
investigating condition. A pressure outlet condition is posed
on the bottom of the domain with a fixed constant
( pl =100kPa). A no-slip condition is posed along the pipe
wall on the right side of the domain with a fixed wall velocity
( wwall  wl ). A symmetry boundary condition is posed along
the pipe centerline on the upper left side of the domain. And a
free surface boundary condition is posed along the Taylor
bubble surface on the lower left side of the domain. According

 imax
RMSD p  
p g ,i
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) and

), i.e.



 imax  1 ,

(9)

is used to numerically indicate how a pressure distribution,
obtained from a simulation, is close to the ideal pressure
distribution. The location i  1 is the location of the Taylor
bubble nose. And the imax is the number of the data point
bs

 pg ,nose

bs

along the Taylor bubble surface, namely imax  75 as shown
in Figure 1 (c). Apparently, RMSDp will become zero if the
considered pressure distribution is ideally uniform. However,
the uniform pressure distribution is in practice difficult to be
obtained so the minimum RMSDp is an alternative which can
be found by using the grid search method. At first, a coarse
grid with large values of 1 and  2 is used. Once the
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first-round searching is finished, approximately proper values
of 1 and  2 , which give minimum RMSDp , will be known.

Substituting the values of 1 and  2 in Table 2 into Eq. (4)
and Eq. (5) will give us the appropriate shape of a Taylor
bubble for each  . Figure 2 (a) shows a comparison among
the appropriate shapes of Taylor bubbles, which are made to
be dimensionless with D p , so that the comparison is easier.

Then, a finer grid is employed to determine more accurate
values of 1 and  2 . The procedure of using finer grids will

be repeated until a required accuracy of 1 and  2 is
obtained. During the searching procedure, values of 1 and

The comparison reveals that the dimensionless shape of a
Taylor bubble is slenderer when  is smaller. This will be
clearer if the wall region is enlarged as shown in Figure 2 (b).
The result agrees well with a result in [17], namely when 
decreases, both EoD and M increase but the Taylor bubble
shape is slenderer. Besides Figure 2 (b) shows the
dimensionless shape of the Taylor bubble obtained from
Dumitrescu’s model [18], i.e.

 2 that create spiky-nose Taylor bubbles will be eliminated
because they are unnatural.

RESULTS
Table 2 shows appropriately proper values of 1 and  2 ,
obtained from the simulations for each  . While  slightly
increases, the value of 1 dramatically increases but the value

 z
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 R p

of  2 slightly decreases.
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These equations were proposed in [3]. The comparison shows
that Dumitrescu’s model gives the thickest shape of the Taylor
bubble. This is consistent with the results, found in [3], too.

Table 2: Appropriate values of 1 and  2 for each 

 (N/m)
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

1

1300
3280
7640
17300
34300

2

-5.1
-5.8
-6.8
-7.5
-8.1

(a) Whole body

Figure 3: The relation between Rb D p and FrD .

DISCUSSION
The reason why  affects the shape of a Taylor bubble
possibly can be clarified by considering the liquid flow in the
region of the falling film. Since the liquid flow in the falling
film are laminar due to the sufficiently low Re film for all

(b) Wall region
Figure 2: Influence of  on shapes of air Taylor bubbles in
stagnant water
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investigating conditions, the velocity profile in a fully
developed falling film may be written as ([3], [15] and [19])
l gR p2  r 2
R2  r 
(12)
1  2  2 b2 ln 
wl  wwall 
 .
 Rp 
4l  R p
R
p




By applying a mass-flux balance between the inlet plane far
ahead of the Taylor bubble and a plane located at the fully
developed film, with respect to a reference frame, which is
moving with the bubble as shown in Figure 1 (b), we get

NOMENCLATURE
Characters
Pipe diameter
D
Eötvös number
Eo
Fr
Froude number
Acceleration of gravity
g
M
Morton number
Unit normal
n
Static pressure
p
R
Radius or Radius of curvature
Reynolds number
Re
RMSD Root-mean-square deviation
u
Velocity component on r-axis
V
Total velocity
w
Velocity component on z-axis
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Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (13) yields
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In case that l , l , g and D p are fixed, Eq. (14) can be
used to depict a relation between Rb D p and FrD as a graph

Symbols

in Figure (3). Herein, FrD will increase if Rb D p decreases,



z

that is the shape of a Taylor bubble is slenderer. In accordance
with Table 1, it shows that FrD will increase if  decreases.
Owing to these 2 relations, it thus can be concluded that the
shape of a Taylor bubble will be slenderer if the value of  is
decreased. This explanation can also be applied to the shape
of a Taylor bubble, created by Dumitrescu’s model, which is
derived from the potential flow theory. As we know that
potential flows are assumed to be inviscid ( l = 0) so the
value of the right-hand-side of Eq. (14) will be zero. As a
result, Rb D p will become 0.5, leading to the thickest shape

Distance from bubble nose
Surface tension

Superscripts and Subscripts
b
Taylor bubble
bs
Taylor bubble surface
film Falling film
Gas
g

l
nose
p

s
t

of a Taylor bubble as shown in Figure 2.

CONCLUSION
The surface tension of the interface between an outside liquid
and an inside gas of a Taylor bubble can affect the shape of
the Taylor bubble in stagnant water. If only  is reduced, the
Taylor bubble will be slenderer. This could be explained with
the velocity profiles around the Taylor bubble. The
appropriate shape of the Taylor bubble can be created by
using Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) with the values of 1 and  2 , given
in Table 2. Furthermore, it is found that all the shapes of
Taylor bubbles in this work are slenderer than that created by
the Dumitrescu’s model due to the effect of the liquid
viscosity.
However, a limitation of applying the proposed model is
found when the proposed model is used to predict the shape of
a Taylor bubble nose with a very small value of z Dp , i.e.

Liquid
Taylor bubble nose
Pipe
Slug
Terminal
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